1. **Click Start** at the bottom left, and click **Control Panel**.

2. If you are in category view mode (like the one you see on the right) then click **Date, Time, Language, and Regional Options**, otherwise proceed to step 3 directly.

3. **Click Regional and Language Options**.
4. Click **Languages**.

5. If you are about to use Armenian or Georgian keyboard, ensure that "**Install files for Complex Script and RTL languages (including Thai)**" option is enabled (may require Windows install CD when enabling). This is NOT required for installing Russian keyboard. Click **Details...**
6. Check if you have all needed input languages with the appropriate keyboard layouts in the list, otherwise click Add... to add missing languages and/or keyboard layouts. When done, click Language Bar...

7. Check “Show the Language bar on the desktop” and click OK. Congratulations, you are done :-)
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